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A CALABI–YAU ALGEBRA WITH E6 SYMMETRY
AND
THE CLEBSCH–GORDAN SERIES OF sl(3)
NICOLAS CRAMPE´†, LOI¨C POULAIN D’ANDECY‡, AND LUC VINET∗
Abstract. Building on classical invariant theory, it is observed that the polarised traces generate
the centraliser ZL(sl(N)) of the diagonal embedding of U(sl(N)) in U(sl(N))
⊗L. The paper then
focuses on sl(3) and the case L = 2. A Calabi–Yau algebra A with three generators is introduced and
explicitly shown to possess a PBW basis and a certain central element. It is seen that Z2(sl(3)) is
isomorphic to a quotient of the algebra A by a single explicit relation fixing the value of the central
element. Upon concentrating on three highest weight representations occurring in the Clebsch–
Gordan series of U(sl(3)), a specialisation of A arises, involving the pairs of numbers characterising
the three highest weights. In this realisation in U(sl(3))⊗ U(sl(3)), the coefficients in the defining
relations and the value of the central element have degrees that correspond to the fundamental
degrees of the Weyl group of type E6. With the correct association between the six parameters of
the representations and some roots of E6, the symmetry under the full Weyl group of type E6 is
made manifest. The coefficients of the relations and the value of the central element in the realisation
in U(sl(3)) ⊗ U(sl(3)) are expressed in terms of the fundamental invariant polynomials associated
to E6. It is also shown that the relations of the algebra A can be realised with Heun type operators
in the Racah or Hahn algebra.
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1. Introduction
In a nutshell, this paper introduces a Calabi–Yau algebra Agen (according to the definition used
in [10, 13]) with striking features. The algebras which are going to play central roles are denoted:
Agen  A  Aspec .
The algebra A is the particular case, of special interest for our studies, of the generic Calabi–Yau
algebra Agen and the algebra Aspec is a specialisation of A corresponding to the choice of three
highest weights of sl(3).
Consider the centraliser of the diagonal embedding of U(sl(3)) in U(sl(3))⊗2 which is non-Abelian
and accounts for the degeneracies in the Clebsch–Gordan series. These degeneracies (i.e. multi-
plicities) are the Littlewood–Richardson coefficients of SL(3). We shall see that A surjects to this
centraliser and shall observe moreover that the central parameters and the relation defining the
kernel are mapped to elements whose degrees coincide with the fundamental degrees of the E6
Weyl group. Furthermore, we shall see that this numerical observation is in fact the shadow of an
actual E6 symmetry occurring in the study of the direct sum decomposition of tensor products of
two sl(3)-representations. Indeed, when the construction is restricted to triplets of highest weights
representations of sl(3) that are related in the Clebsch–Gordan series, the specialisation of A is
found to be invariant under an action of the Weyl group of type E6 on the parameters defining the
highest weights. This action is described as the usual reflection representation once the parameters
are correctly identified with some roots of E6, and the specialised algebra can be entirely defined in
terms of fundamental invariant polynomials of type E6. Now before we get into the details of this,
let us offer some background as a way of introduction.
A practical question in the decomposition of the tensor product of Lie or quantum algebra
representations in irreducible components is the labelling of basis states; this is typically done
by diagonalising a complete set of commuting operators that includes the total Casimir elements.
Through the choice of a maximal Abelian subalgebra, the centraliser of the diagonal embedding in
the tensor product of the universal algebra is the natural provider of labelling operators.
Interesting quadratic algebras have thus been identified by looking at the Racah problems, i.e. the
case of three-fold products, for Uq(sl(2)) and sl(2). Loosely speaking the centralisers of the diagonal
embeddings in those cases are known as the Askey–Wilson [15] and Racah [12] algebras (see also
[8]) which were originally introduced to encode the bispectral properties of the hypergeometric
polynomials whose names they bear . The latter connection has led to the definition of Heun–
Askey–Wilson [1] and Heun–Racah [6] algebras which have their two generators realised by one of
the bispectral operators and the other by the “Heun” operator given as the most general bilinear
expression in the two bispectral operators [16].
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With an eye to generalisations, here we consider sl(3) instead of the rank one algebras looked at
so far. We examine the Clebsch–Gordan problem, that is we study the centraliser of the diagonal
embedding of U(sl(3)) in two copies of this algebra. For Uq(sl(2)) and sl(2), this problem is trivial;
for sl(3) however, it is not since the Clebsch–Gordan series exhibits degeneracies. This is one
instance of “missing label problems” where the centraliser must be called upon to complete the
set of commuting operators. In the present case, the extra label will distinguish between identical
modules occurring in the Clebsch–Gordan series. Our undertaking has led to the findings mentioned
in the incipit. Of note is the identification of the cubic algebra A - a particular case of our master
algebra Agen - which maps surjectively to the centraliser of interest. Remarkably, this same algebra
albeit with different central terms, has been identified by Lehrer and Racah [20] quite some time ago
in the context of another well known “missing label problem” involving sl(3) or more precisely su(3)
in this case. This other “missing label problem” (see for instance [17]) has to do with providing a
complete labelling for the states that transform under an irreducible representation of su(3) and
are eigenvectors of the Casimir elements associated to the chain of subalgebras su(3) ⊃ o(3) ⊃ o(2).
A simple count shows that there is indeed one operator missing which has to be taken from the
centraliser of o(3) in U(su(3)). This is probably indicative of the larger relevance of Agen.
In general, the study of the diagonal centraliser of U(g), where g is a semisimple or reductive Lie
algebra, into an L-fold tensor product of U(g) can be put in perspective with the usual description
of the centre of U(g). Indeed, the centre corresponds to the situation L = 1, and it is described,
through the Harish–Chandra isomorphism, as a (commutative) polynomial algebra with generators
associated to the fundamental invariants of the Weyl group of g. Except if g = sl(2) and L = 2,
the diagonal centraliser will not be commutative, due to the degeneracies appearing in the Clebsch–
Gordan series. In the situation studied in detail in this paper (g = sl(3) and L = 2) but also in
the situation g = sl(2) and L = 3, an interesting picture is starting to emerge. In both cases, a
Calabi–Yau algebra naturally appears instead of a commutative polynomial algebra (note that a
polynomial algebra is in a sense the first example of a Calabi–Yau algebra). Another additional
difficulty compared to the centre is that the diagonal centraliser is not generated by algebraically
independent elements. This accounts for the need to take a quotient of the Calabi–Yau algebras
in order to reach a complete description. Again in both cases, the same phenomenon appears and
leads to a rather natural quotient. Namely the quotient simply amounts to fix the value of the
canonical central element of the Calabi–Yau algebra.
As a final intriguing remark, we note that, as for the centre, the final description of the diagonal
centraliser involves the fundamental invariants of a certain reflection groups, whose relevance to the
problem was, at least for the authors, not easy to predict beforehand. For the situation considered
here (g = sl(3) and L = 2), the type E6 appears through a certain embedding of the root system of
type A2×A2×A2 into the root system of type E6. Once this is done, it turns out quite surprisingly
that the natural symmetry (under the Weyl group W (A2)×W (A2)×W (A2)) actually extends to
a symmetry under the full Weyl group of type E6. For the case g = sl(2) and L = 3, a similar
symmetry also appears. Indeed, the Weyl group W (D4) appears through a certain embedding of
the root system of type A1 × A1 ×A1 × A1 into the root system of type D4 [14].
The paper will unfold as follows. The Calabi–Yau algebra Agen with three generators around
which the article revolves is defined in Section 2. It is seen to be filtered with an appropriate
degree assignment to the generators and shown explicitly to have a PBW basis. The Calabi–Yau
potential from which it derives is given together with the Casimir element. The polarised traces
in U(sl(N))⊗L are introduced in Section 3 where it is explained that their algebra denoted by
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ZL(sl(N)) is the centraliser of the diagonal embedding of U(sl(N)) in its L-fold tensor product.
In Section 4 we restrict to two copies of sl(3) and use natural symmetry conditions to choose
the generators of Z2(sl(3)), the diagonal centraliser of U(sl(3)). Furthermore, a particular case
A of Agen is specified and shown to be realised in U(sl(3)) ⊗ U(sl(3)) via a surjective degree
preserving morphism to Z2(sl(3)). The kernel of this map is then identified so as to completely
characterise the diagonal centraliser Z2(sl(3)) as the quotient of A by an additional relation. It
will have been observed that the central parameters of A and the additional relation have degrees
that correspond to the fundamental degrees of the Weyl group of type E6. The specialisation
of the centraliser Z2(sl(3)) that follows from picking three weights for sl(3) labelled by the pairs
of numbers (m1, m2), (m
′
1, m
′
2), (m
′′
1, m
′′
2) is considered in Section 5. The effect is that the central
parameters are replaced by expressions involving these numbers. An action of the Weyl group of E6
on the parameters (m1, m2), (m
′
1, m
′
2), (m
′′
1, m
′′
2) is obtained by associating these with some roots of
E6. It is then seen that the specialised polarised trace algebra ZL(sl(3))
spec is invariant under the
action of the Weyl group of E6 corresponding to its reflection representation. Indeed the expressions
arising from the central terms are all given in terms of the fundamental invariant polynomials of
E6. Last in Section 6, it is shown that the relations of the algebra A
gen are satisfied by operators
of the (generalised) Heun type in the Racah and Hahn algebras. The detailed relations between
the parameters involved have been relegated to Appendix A. The paper ends with Section 7 that
comprises some concluding remarks.
2. A Calabi–Yau algebra with three elements.
Let P = {a0, a
′
0, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a8, a9} be a set of indeterminates (which we also call central
parameters) and let C[P] be the polynomial algebra in these indeterminates:
C[P] = C[a0, a
′
0, a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a8, a9] .
Definition 2.1. The algebra Agen is the algebra over C[P] generated by the elements:
A,B,C ,
with the following defining relations:
(1)
[A,B] = C ,
[A,C] = a0B
2 + a1{A,B}+ a2A
2 + a4B + a5A + a8 ,
[B,C] = a′0A
3 − a1B
2 − a2{A,B}+ a3A
2 − a5B + a6A+ a9 ,
where {A,B} = AB +BA stands for the anticommutator.
Recall that an algebra F is filtered if it has an increasing sequence of subspaces:
F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ F2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fn ⊂ . . . such that F =
⋃
n≥0
Fn ,
compatible with the multiplication in the sense that Fn · Fm ⊂ Fn+m . Defining F−1 = {0}, the
associated graded algebra is:
gr(F ) =
⊕
n≥0
Fn/Fn−1 ,
with well-defined multiplication (x+Fn−1)(y+Fm−1) = xy+ Fn+m−1, for x ∈ Fn and y ∈ Fm. The
Hilbert–Poincare´ series of F records the dimensions of the graded components Fn/Fn−1.
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The algebra Agen is filtered when we define the degree of each generator in the following way:
deg(A) = 3 , deg(B) = 4 , deg(C) = 6 .
The subspace Agenn consists of elements of degree less or equal to n. The chosen values of the degrees
of A,B,C are natural in view of the later realisation of Agen in U(sl(3))⊗U(sl(3)). Implicitly here,
one can see the elements in the ground ring C[P] as being of degree 0. When we shall specialise
the algebra in the following, the coefficients will acquire the degree that explains their labelling.
From the defining relations, one sees immediately that the graded algebra gr(Agen) is commu-
tative. As a consequence of the next proposition, gr(Agen) is in fact isomorphic to the polynomial
algebra over C[P] on three commuting variables A,B,C.
Proposition 2.1. The algebra Agen has a “PBW basis”, that is, the algebra Agen is free over C[P]
with basis:
(2) {AαBβCγ }α,β,γ∈Z≥0 .
Its Hilbert–Poincare´ series as a filtered C[P]-algebra is:
1
(1− t3)(1− t4)(1− t6)
.
Proof. The Hilbert–Poincare´ series follows from the knowledge of the basis. To prove that (2) forms
a basis, we use the standard diamond lemma approach from [5]. First we define a partial ordering
on the set of words in the generators of Agen and order the three generators by
A < B < C .
Then for a given word X1 . . .Xk in the generators, we already have its degree and we define also its
misordering index as
n(X1 . . .Xk) = Card{(i, j) | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k and Xj < Xi} .
Finally for two words X and Y in the generators, we state that X < Y if either deg(X) < deg(Y )
or Y is obtained from X by permuting the letters and satisfies n(X) < n(Y ).
This defines a partial order on the set of words in the generators which satisfies the two natural
conditions required in [5]. Namely, that there is only a finite number of words smaller than a given
word X and that for two given words such that X < Y , we have ZXZ ′ < ZY Z ′ for any two words
Z,Z ′.
Then we interpret the defining relations (1) as instructions for rewriting a given word as a linear
combination or ordered words in the generators. Explicitly, the instructions are:
BA = AB − C , CA = AC − (a0B
2 + a1(2AB − C) + a2A
2 + a4B + a5A+ a8) ,
CB = BC −
(
a′0A
3 − a1B
2 − a2(2AB − C) + a3A
2 − a5B + a6A+ a9
)
.
This set of instructions is compatible with the partial order <, in the sense that when applying one
of these instructions to a subword of a word, we obtain a linear combination of words which are
strictly smaller in the partial ordering.
So according to [5], to show that the set of ordered words in (2) is a basis, we only need to check
that the ambiguities are resolvable, and in our situation, the only non-trivial verification to make
is the following. Starting from the word CBA, we have different possibilities of rewriting it (in
fact two, depending on whether we start with reordering CB or BA), and we must check that they
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result in the same linear combination. This is a straightforward verification for which we omit the
details. 
Remark 1. The algebra Agen is linked to algebras studied previously: the specialisation a0 = a
′
0 =
a3 = 0 corresponds to the Racah algebra [14] and the specialisation a0 = 0 is a particular case
of the Heun–Racah algebra [6]. There exists also a realisation of the algebra Agen in terms of the
generators of the Racah algebras: relations (1) of Agen are the ones between two different Heun–
Racah operators (see Section 6.1). There is another realisation in terms of the Hahn generators. In
this case, the relations of the algebra Agen encode the relations between a Heun–Hahn operator [22]
and a more generic operator (see Section 6.2).
2.1. Parameters and specialisations. Equivalently, the algebra Agen can be defined directly
over C, by promoting the parameters in P to generators with the additional defining relations that
they are central. As a consequence of Proposition 2.1, a basis of Agen over C consists of ordered
monomials in elements in P and A,B,C, such as:
{ pi11 . . . p
i10
10 A
αBβCγ }i1,...,i10,α,β,γ∈Z≥0 ,
for any ordering of P as {p1, . . . , p10}. In this point of view, one can assign also a degree to the
central parameters in P, such that the algebra Agen over C remains filtered with a commutative
polynomial algebra as its graded algebra. It is immediate to see that the degrees of the parameters
a′0 and ai must then be such that the r.h.s. of the defining relations are of degree equal at most
to the degree of the corresponding l.h.s. minus 1. One finds that the maximal values for the
degrees of the parameters ai must be i. The degree of a
′
0 must be 0. It justifies a posteriori the
names of the parameters. These are the degrees which will appear naturally in the realisation in
U(sl(3))⊗ U(sl(3)).
Now, let R be any complex algebra and consider any map ϑ from P to R. This is uniquely
extended to a morphism of algebra:
ϑ : C[P]→ R .
Thus, corresponding to ϑ, there is a specialisation of Agen, that we denote Aϑ, which is an algebra
over R. It is simply obtained by replacing any central parameter p in P by its chosen value ϑ(p) in
R. From Proposition 2.1, we have at once that Aϑ is free over R with basis consisting of ordered
monomials in A,B,C:
{AαBβCγ }α,β,γ∈Z≥0 .
In particular, we are going to consider the situation where R is another polynomial ring (possibly
with less indeterminates), and also the situation where R = C (for which the central parameters in
P are simply replaced by complex numbers).
2.2. Algebras with a Calabi–Yau potential. We wish to point out that the algebra Agen can be
derived from a potential and that it shares in this respect a property of most Calabi-Yau algebras
[13], [2] of dimension 3. Let Ff = C[x1, x2, . . . xn] be a free associative algebra with n generators
and Fcycl = Ff /[Ff , Ff ]. Fcycl has the cyclic words [xi1xi2 . . . xir ] as basis. The map
∂
∂xj
: Fcycl → Ff
is such that
(3)
∂[xi1 , xi2 , . . . xir ]
∂xj
=
∑
{s|is=j}
xis+1xis+2 . . . xirxi1xi2 . . . xis−1
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and is extended to Fcycl by linearity on combinations of cyclic words. Let Φ(x1, . . . xn) ∈ Fcycl. An
algebra whose defining relations are given by
(4)
∂Φ
∂xj
= 0, j = 1, . . . n
is said to derive from the potential Φ. Now let x1 = A, x2 = B and x3 = C and take
(5) Φ = [ABC]− [BAC]−
a′0
4
[A4]−
a3
3
[A3] +
a0
3
[B3] + a2[A
2B] + a1[AB
2]
−
a6
2
[A2] + a5[AB] +
a4
2
[B2]−
1
2
[C2]− a9[A] + a8[B].
With this, it is not hard to see that the relations (1) of Agen are given by ∂Φ
∂C
= 0, ∂Φ
∂B
= 0, ∂Φ
∂A
= 0.
Remark 2. As mentioned in Remark 1, Agen is a generalisation of the Racah algebra. Therefore,
from the result stated above, the relations of the Racah algebra can be derived from the Calabi–Yau
potential (5) with a0 = a
′
0 = a3 = 0.
PBW basis and central element. We still consider an algebra derived from a potential with
three generators x1 = A, x2 = B and x3 = C, and we give a degree to these generators:
deg(A) = a , deg(B) = b , deg(C) = c , and d := a + b+ c .
We take a potential of the form:
Φ = Φ(d) + Φ<d , where Φ(d) = [ABC]− [BAC] ,
and Φ<d is any linear combination of cyclic words such that deg(Φ<d) < d. Then the defining
relations of the algebra derived from Φ are:
[A,B] = −
∂Φ<d
∂C
, [A,C] =
∂Φ<d
∂B
, [B,C] = −
∂Φ<d
∂A
.
In the more general setting where φ(d) is a so-called homogeneous Calabi–Yau potential of degree d
(of which [ABC]− [BAC] is a particular case), it is proven in [10, Theorem 3.3.2(i)] (see also [4])
that the Hilbert–Poincare´ series of the resulting algebra is:
1
(1− ta)(1− tb)(1− tc)
.
For Φ(d) = [ABC] − [BAC] (and arbitrary Φ<d), a simple proof of a PBW basis and thus of the
form of the Hilbert–Poincare´ series follows exactly the same lines as the proof of Proposition 2.1.
Namely, the fact that there is no ambiguity when rewriting CBA in the ordered basis becomes
equivalent to:
A
∂Φ<d
∂A
+B
∂Φ<d
∂B
+ C
∂Φ<d
∂C
=
∂Φ<d
∂A
A +
∂Φ<d
∂B
B +
∂Φ<d
∂C
C .
This equality is easy to check if Φd is a single cyclic word and thus extends to a general combination
of cyclic words by linearity.
Again in the general setting where φ(d) is a homogeneous Calabi–Yau potential of degree d, it is
proven in [10, Theorem 3.3.2(ii)] that there is a non-trivial central element Ω of degree ≤ d. It is
pointed out in [10] that there is no explicit expression for Ω in the general case. However, in a given
particular case, a straightforward inspection allows to find this central element.
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Remark 3. It is suggested in [10] that the quotient of the algebra derived from a Calabi–Yau poten-
tial by the ideal generated by the central element Ω can be viewed as a non-commutative analogue
of a Poisson algebra. It is remarkable that the realisation that we have later in U(sl(3))⊗ U(sl(3))
of the algebra Agen factors precisely through such a quotient.
2.3. The Casimir element of Agen. As a consequence of the PBW basis, working with the algebra
Agen is an algorithmically straightforward procedure. We can use the defining relations as rewriting
instructions for ordering any word in the PBW basis. Using this straightforward approach, we check
that the following element is central in Agen:
(6) Ω = x1A+x2B+x3A
2+x4{A,B}+x5B
2+x6A
3+x7ABA+x8BC−x8AB
2+x9A
4+x10B
3+C2
where
x1 =
1
6
(12a9 + 3a0a5a
′
0 + 2a4a3 − a4a
′
0a1 − 6a6a1) ,
x2 =
1
3
(−6a8 − 3a4a2 + a0a4a
′
0 + a0a6 + 6a5a1) ,
x3 =
1
6
(6a6 + 3a4a
′
0 + 3a0a2a
′
0 − 4a3a1 − a
′
0a
2
1) ,
x4 =
1
3
(−3a5 + a0a3 + 3a2a1 + a0a
′
0a1) ,
x5 =
1
3
(−3a4 − 4a0a2 + a
2
0a
′
0 + 6a
2
1) ,
x6 =
1
3
(2a3 − a
′
0a1) , x7 = −2a2 + a0a
′
0 ,
x8 = 2a1 , x9 =
1
2
a′0 , x10 = −
2
3
a0 .
We call the element Ω the Casimir element of Agen. By direct investigations, we prove that it is the
(non-scalar) central element of Agen of minimal degree (its degree is 12).
This central element can be rewritten to underscore the link with the Calabi–Yau potential (5).
Indeed, by replacing the cyclic words in the Calabi–Yau potential φ<d by the symetrisations of this
word, −2φ<d leads to the Casimir element up to terms of lower degrees.
3. Polarised traces and the diagonal centraliser of U(sl(N))
3.1. The Lie algebra sl(N). The Lie algebra gl(N) is generated by the elements { epq | 1 ≤ p, q ≤
N } which satisfy the following defining relations
(7) [epq, ers] = δqreps − δsperq for 1 ≤ p, q, r, s ≤ N.
The Lie algebra sl(N) is the quotient of gl(N) by the supplementary relation:
n∑
p=1
epp = 0 .
3.2. Polarised traces. We consider the tensor product of L copies of U(gl(N)). For a ∈ {1, . . . , L},
we introduce the notation:
(8) e(a)pq = 1
⊗a−1 ⊗ epq ⊗ 1
⊗L−a ∈ U(gl(N))⊗L.
The following map
δ : U(gl(N)) → U(gl(N))⊗L(9)
epq 7→
L∑
a=1
e(a)pq
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extends to an algebra homomorphism. The map δ is called the diagonal map and its image is the
diagonal embedding of U(gl(N)) in U(gl(N))⊗L.
Let us define the following elements of U(gl(N))⊗L (from now on the summation over repeated
indices will be implicit):
T (a1,...,ad) = e
(a1)
i2i1
e
(a2)
i3i2
. . . e
(ad)
i1id
, a1, . . . , ad ∈ {1, . . . , L} .
By a direct computation, we can show that these elements commute with δ(epq). Therefore they are
in the centraliser of the diagonal embedding of U(gl(N)) in U(gl(N))⊗L. The elements T (a1,...,ad)
are called polarised traces.
Definition 3.1. We denote ZL(gl(N)) (respectively, ZL(sl(N))) the subalgebra of U(gl(N))
⊗L (re-
spectively, of U(sl(N))⊗L) generated by all polarised traces T (a1,...,ad) with d ≥ 1 and a1, . . . , ad ∈
{1, . . . , L}.
3.3. Results from classical invariant theory. For the classical results on invariant theory that
we recall below, we refer to [3, 19, 21] (see also [9, 11] and references therein).
The first fundamental theorem on the algebra of polynomial functions on gl(N)× · · ·× gl(N) (L
times) which are invariant under simultaneous conjugation by GL(N) asserts that it is generated
by the functions:
(10) (M1, . . . ,ML) 7→ Tr(Ma1Ma2 . . .Mad) , with d ≥ 1 and a1, . . . , ad ∈ {1, . . . , L}.
In general, it is furthermore known that a set of generators is obtained by restricting to these
functions with d ≤ N2. And it is conjectured that it is enough to take d ≤
1
2
N(N + 1). This
conjecture is known to be true if N ∈ {2, 3, 4}.
With a standard reasoning that we sketch now, these results provide some information on the
algebra of polarised traces in the deformed setting of universal enveloping algebras.
Take A = U(gl(N))⊗L. It is a filtered algebra (the degree of each generator e
(a)
pq is 1) and recall
that its associated graded algebra is the commutative algebra of polynomials in e
(a)
pq . So we can
naturally identify the algebra of polynomial functions on gl(N) × · · · × gl(N) with this graded
commutative algebra:
gr(A) =
⊕
n≥0
Cn[e
(a)
pq ] ,
where Cn[e
(a)
pq ] is the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree n. The identification sends e
(a)
pq
to the linear form giving the (q, p) coordinate of the a-th matrix.
The Lie algebra gl(N) acts diagonally on A = U(gl(N))⊗L (namely, by composing the diagonal
map δ followed by the commutator) and this respects the filtration, gl(N) ·An ⊂ An, so it induces
an action on gr(A). Under the above identification, a direct verification shows that this action of
gl(N) on gr(A) corresponds to the derivative of the conjugation action of GL(N) on polynomial
functions. So in particular, invariant functions correspond to elements of gr(A) commuting with
all elements δ(epq). Moreover, the generating invariant functions (10) correspond to the images in
gr(A) of the polarised traces denoted T (a1,...,ad).
We call the diagonal centraliser, for brevity, the centraliser of the diagonal embedding of U(gl(N))
in U(gl(N))⊗L. Using the result on classical invariants, what we just explained is that the image of
the diagonal centraliser in gr(A) is generated by the images of the elements T (a1,...,ad). So in other
words, for any element z of degree n in the diagonal centraliser, we have that modulo An−1 the
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element z can be obtained as a certain polynomial in T (a1,...,ad). By an easy induction, this gives
that any element in the diagonal centraliser is generated by the polarised traces T (a1,...,ad).
Besides we have also noted in the preceding subsection that the polarised traces T (a1,...,ad) commute
with the diagonal embedding of U(gl(N)). So we can conclude that we have the following corollary
of the classical invariant theory.
Corollary 3.1. The algebra ZL(gl(N)) of polarised traces coincides with the centraliser of the
diagonal embedding of U(gl(N)) in U(gl(N))⊗L.
Further, with the same arguments, we can also extract a finite set of generators for ZL(gl(N)),
namely the set of polarised traces T (a1,...,ad) with d ≤ N2. Moreover, for N ∈ {2, 3, 4}, it is enough
to take d ≤
1
2
N(N + 1).
Remark 4. All this subsection can be formulated in an obvious way for ZL(sl(N)) with similar
statements (one just has to remove the polarised traces of degree d = 1 from the set of generators).
4. The diagonal centraliser in two copies of sl(3)
From now on, we will mainly focus on the situation N = 3 and L = 2 of the preceding subsection.
4.1. Generators of Z2(sl(3)). From the results in classical invariant theory, we have that Z2(sl(3))
is generated by the polarised traces of degree less or equal to 6. More precisely, from [9] (see also
references therein), one can extract the following information. As a subalgebra of U(sl(3))⊗U(sl(3)),
the algebra Z2(sl(3)) is filtered. The Hilbert–Poincare´ series of Z2(sl(3)) is:
(11)
1− t61t
6
2
(1− t21)(1− t1t2)(1− t
2
2)(1− t
3
1)(1− t
2
1t2)(1− t1t
2
2)(1− t
3
2)(1− t
2
1t
2
2)(1− t
3
1t
3
2)
.
This is the Hilbert–Poincare´ series of a subalgebra of the polynomial algebra in the generators e
(a)
pq .
The coefficient in front of tk1t
l
2 is the dimension of the graded part of Z2(sl(3)) in degree k in the
generators e
(1)
pq and l in the generators e
(2)
pq .
A set of generators of Z2(sl(3)) is
(12) T (1,1), T (1,2), T (2,2), T (1,1,1), T (1,1,2), T (1,2,2), T (2,2,2), T (1,1,2,2) and T (1,1,2,2,1,2) .
Moreover, in the graded commutative algebra, we have that the first eight generators are alge-
braically independent, and thus, looking at the numerator of the Hilbert–Poincare´ series, we see
that there is an algebraic relation among the generators in degree 12 (more precisely, in degree
(6, 6)). We shall describe this relation in Subsection 4.5.
In classical invariant theory, there is some freedom in the choice of the last generator. However,
not every polarised trace of degree (3, 3) can serve as generator. For example the choice T (1,1,1,2,2,2)
is not possible (the rule is that at least two consecutive indices must be equal but not three). In our
setting this ambiguity disappears as we can simply remove the last generator from the list since it
turns out that T (1,1,2,2,1,2) can be expressed in terms of the other generators. Indeed, one can check
that:
2T (1,1,2,2,1,2) + [T (1,1,2), T (1,1,2,2)] +
1
3
T (1,1,1)T (2,2,2) − T (1,1,2)T (1,2,2) − T (1,1,2,2)T (1,2)
has no term of degree 6, and thus can be expressed in terms of the first eight generators (the explicit
expression is T (1,1)T (1,2,2)− T (2,2)T (1,1,2)− 6T (1,1,2,2)+2T (1,1)T (2,2)− 12(T (1,1,2)+ T (1,2,2))− 16T (1,2)).
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Remark 5. It is interesting to note that in our non-commutative setting, Z2(sl(3)) is generated by
polarised traces of degree up to 4, since the last generator is obtained by taking a commutator of two
other generators (which is a new phenomenon compared to the classical setting).
4.2. Automorphisms. Consider the following maps on the generators of U(sl(3))⊗ U(sl(3)):
(1, 2) : e
(1)
ij 7→ e
(2)
ij and e
(2)
ij 7→ e
(1)
ij ,
τ : e
(1)
ij 7→ −e
(1)
ji and e
(2)
ij 7→ −e
(2)
ji .
They clearly extend to automorphisms of U(sl(3)) ⊗ U(sl(3)) and, since they leave stable the
diagonal embedding of U(sl(3)), they restrict to automorphisms of Z2(sl(3)) (one can also check
directly that they preserve the algebra generated by the polarised traces).
Then, consider also the map on the set of the first eight generators in (12) given by the following
replacement:
(2, 3) : e
(1)
ij 7→ e
(1)
ij and e
(2)
ij 7→ −e
(1)
ij − e
(2)
ij .
We insist that we define it (by these formulas) only on these eight polarised traces. It is clear that
it takes values in the algebra Z2(sl(3)). For example, we have, under the map (2, 3),
T (1,1) 7→ T (1,1), T (1,1,2) 7→ −T (1,1,1) − T (1,1,2), T (1,1,2,2) 7→ T (1,1,1,1) + T (1,1,1,2) + T (1,1,2,1) + T (1,1,2,2) .
Remark 6. • The map (2, 3) is more mysterious than (1, 2) or τ . Indeed, it is clear that (2, 3)
does not extend to an automorphism of U(sl(3))⊗U(sl(3)). Further, had we defined it by the above
formulas on all polarised traces, it would not have extended to an automorphism of Z2(sl(3)) (for
example, the relation expressing T (1,1,2,2,1,2) in terms of the other generators would not have been
preserved). However, we defined it only on the first eight traces in (12) which are, as we have
seen, generators of Z2(sl(3)). With this definition, we will show later that (2, 3) does extend to an
automorphism of Z2(sl(3)), once we have a presentation of this algebra (see Corollary 4.1). For
now, we use it only as a guide to choose convenient generators.
• When U(sl(3)) ⊗ U(sl(3)) acts on a tensor product of representations, the automorphism of
Z2(sl(3)) induced by (2, 3) is naturally interpreted as the symmetry between looking at the represen-
tation V ⋆3 in V1 ⊗ V2, and looking at the representation V
⋆
2 in V1 ⊗ V3 (here ⋆ denotes the dual of a
representation). Indeed, the map (2, 3) formally exchanges the action on the second component of
a tensor product with the diagonal action composed by the antipode.
Assume for now that (2, 3) extends to an automorphism of Z2(sl(3)), as do (1, 2) and τ . We
denote Aut0 the group generated by these three automorphisms. It is easy to see that it has the
following structure:
Aut0 = 〈 (1, 2), (2, 3), τ 〉 = 〈 (1, 2), (2, 3) 〉 × 〈 τ 〉 ∼= S3 × Z/2Z ,
where S3 is the symmetric group which permutes e
(1)
ij , e
(2)
ij ,−e
(1)
ij − e
(2)
ij and commutes with τ .
4.3. Choice of generators of Z2(sl(3)). First we analyse the action of Aut0 on the small degree
components of Z2(sl(3)). We have:
• In degree 2, S3 acts through its natural permutation representation and τ acts by the identity.
• Including degree 3, it adds for S3 a copy of the permutation representation and a copy of
the sign representation; for τ , it adds four times the eigenvalue −1.
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• Then, bringing in degree 4, it adds for S3 two copies of the permutation representation (com-
ing from the square of the representation in degree 2) and a copy of the trivial representation;
for τ , it adds only trivial representations.
Therefore, it is natural to take for generators of Z2(sl(3)) the set of elements:
k1, k2, k3, l1, l2, l3, X, Y ,
such that the degrees are respectively 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, and moreover such that the action of Aut0
is as follows:
(13) π ∈ S3 : ki 7→ kπ(i) , li 7→ lπ(i) , X 7→ sgn(π)X , Y 7→ Y ,
(14) τ : ki 7→ ki , li 7→ −li , X 7→ −X , Y 7→ Y .
Remark 7. Up to some normalisation and trivial addition of constants, these requirements uniquely
fix the choice of k1, k2, k3, l1, l2, l3, X. They also almost fix the choice of Y , the only unavoidable
remaining freedom comes from the fact that k1+ k2+ k3 is invariant under Aut0. So Y is uniquely
fixed up to a degree 2 polynomial in k1 + k2 + k3.
We will give now an explicit expression for our generators. First, recall a standard definition of
the Casimir elements of U(sl(3)):
C
(2)
= ei1i2ei2i1 and C
(3)
= ei1i2ei2i3ei3,i1 .
We will use also a slightly different version:
(15) C(2) = ei2i1ei1i2 and C
(3) = ei2i1ei3i2ei1,i3 .
The relation between the two versions in U(sl(3)) is:
(16) C(2) = C
(2)
, C(3) = C
(3)
− 3C
(2)
.
With these notations, we set:
(17)
k1 = C
(2) ⊗ 1 , k2 = 1⊗ C
(2) , k3 = δ(C
(2)) ,
l1 =
1
2
(C(3) + C
(3)
)⊗ 1 , l2 = 1⊗
1
2
(C(3) + C
(3)
) , l3 = −δ(
1
2
(C(3) + C
(3)
)) ,
X =
1
2
(T (1,1,2) − T (1,2,2)) +
1
3
(l1 − l2) ,
Y = T (1,1,2,2) +
3
2
(T (1,1,2) + T (1,2,2))−
1
12
(T (1,2))2 −
5
12
T (1,1)T (2,2) +
5
2
T (1,2) ,
Z = [X, Y ] .
Proposition 4.1. The elements k1, k2, k3, l1, l2, l3, X, Y given by (17) are generators of Z2(sl(3))
satisfying the symmetry conditions (13)-(14).
Proof. Everything can be checked easily by straightforward calculations. 
Remark 8. In terms of polarised traces, it is not difficult to verify that:
k1 = T
(1,1) , k2 = T
(2,2) , k3 = T
(1,1) + T (2,2) + 2T (1,2) ,
l1 = T
(1,1,1) +
3
2
k1 , l2 = T
(2,2,2) +
3
2
k2 , l3 = −l1 − l2 − 3(T
(1,1,2) + T (1,2,2))− 9T (1,2) .
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4.4. A realisation of Agen in U(sl(3)) ⊗ U(sl(3)). We start by introducing a particular case A
of the algebra Agen of Section 2, which will turn out to be the one relevant for the description of
Z2(sl(3)).
In the definition below, we consider k1, k2, k3, l1, l2, l3 as indeterminates (central parameters). The
symmetric group S3 acts on C[k1, k2, k3, l1, l2, l3] by permuting {k1, k2, k3} and permuting {l1, l2, l3}.
We denote:
Sym+ :=
1
6
∑
π∈S3
π and Sym− :=
1
6
∑
π∈S3
sgn(π)π .
Definition 4.1. The algebra A is the algebra over C[k1, k2, k3, l1, l2, l3] generated by A,B,C with
the following defining relations:
(18)
[A,B] = C ,
[A,C] = −6B2 + a2A
2 + a5A+ a8 ,
[B,C] = −2A3 − a2{A,B} − a5B + a6A + a9 ,
where:
a2 =
1
2
(k1 + k2 + k3) , a5 = Sym
−(2k2l1) ,
a6 = Sym
+
(
1
16
(−k31 + 2k
2
1k2 − 6k1k2k3) +
3
8
(k21 − 2k1k2) +
1
6
l21 −
5
3
l1l2
)
,
a8 = Sym
+
(
1
128
(k41 − 8k
3
1k2 + 6k
2
1k
2
2 + 4k
2
1k2k3)−
1
32
(3k31 − 6k
2
1k2 + 2k1k2k3)
− 1
24
k1(l
2
1 − 6l
2
2 + 4l1l2 − 26l2l3) +
1
2
l21 + l1l2
)
a9 = Sym
−
(
l2
(
−4
9
l21 +
1
24
(k31 − 2k
2
1k2 + k1k
2
2 + 9k
2
1k3) +
1
2
(k21 − k1k2)
))
,
Clearly, the algebra A can be seen as a specialisation of the generic algebra Agen and as such
has a PBW basis as explained in Section 2. The use of the same names as some generators of
Z2(sl(3)) is a convenient slight abuse of notation and is justified by the next proposition. Below, it
is understood that through φ, the parameters k1, k2, k3, l1, l2, l3 are sent to the generators sharing
the same names.
Proposition 4.2. The following map φ extends to a surjective morphism of algebras from A to
Z2(sl(3)):
(19) φ : A 7→ X , B 7→ Y , C 7→ Z .
Proof. We first note that the elements k1, k2, k3, l1, l2, l3 are all central in Z2(sl(3)). Indeed, k1, k2, l1, l2
are already central in U(sl(3))⊗ U(sl(3)) since they are of the form c⊗ 1 or 1⊗ c with c a central
element of U(sl(3)). Concerning k3 and l3, we see from their definitions (17) that they are of the
form δ(c) with c ∈ U(sl(3)). Those elements δ(c) being in the image of the diagonal map commute
with all elements of Z2(sl(3)).
It remains to calculate in U(sl(3)) ⊗ U(sl(3)) the commutators [X,Z] and [Y, Z] to see that
they satisfy the defining relations of Agen when the images of the central elements are given as
in the statement of the Proposition. This is a straightforward but very lengthy calculation which
can be done with the help of a computer, by rewriting all elements involved in the PBW basis of
U(sl(3))⊗ U(sl(3)), and comparing both sides of the given relations. 
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Remark 9. In the explicit realisation of A in U(sl(3)) ⊗ U(sl(3)) given above, the images of the
generators of A (as a complex algebra) have the following degrees:
(20) deg(X) = 3 , deg(Y ) = 4 , (and thus deg(Z) = 6) , deg(ai) = i .
It is remarkable that the degrees of the non vanishing central elements ai are 2,5,6,8 and 9 which are
exactly the first five fundamental degrees of type E6. The missing degree is 12, but such a degree 12
polynomial will also appear naturally in the complete description of Z2(sl(3)) (see next subsection).
This “coincidence” will be largely developed in the next section.
Remark 10. The parameters a1, a3 and a4 of the generic algebra A
gen are sent to 0 in the special-
isation in A and therefore also in Z2(sl(3)). However, a different choice of generators X, Y would
result in non-zero values for a3 and a4. Let us also point out that a non-zero coefficient a1 would
also appear if we were looking at Z2(gl(3)).
Remark 11. As mentioned in the Introduction, another specialisations of the algebra Agen has been
used in [20] in a study of the centraliser of so(3) in su(3).
4.5. The complete description of Z2(sl(3)). At this point, we know that the algebra Z2(sl(3)) is
isomorphic to a quotient of the algebra A. Our goal now is to complete the description of Z2(sl(3))
by identifying the kernel of the map φ.
To guide us, we have on one side the PBW basis of the algebra A, which asserts that as a vector
space, this is a polynomial algebra. And on the other side, we have the Hilbert–Poincare´ series of
Z2(sl(3)) given in (11). The comparison of both descriptions tells us that we must have one more
relation satisfied by the images of the generators of A in Z2(sl(3)). Moreover, this relation has to
be found at the degree 12 (or more precisely at degree (6,6) in U(sl(3))⊗ U(sl(3))).
Recall that the algebra A inherits from Agen a Casimir element, which was given in (6). In the
specialisation A, its expression simplifies to:
(21) Ω = x1A + x2B + x3A
2 + x4{A,B}+ x5B
2 + x7ABA− A
4 + 4B3 + C2
where (with the parameters a2, a5, a6, a8, a9 given in Definition 4.1):
(22)
x1 = 6a5+2a9 , x2 = −2a6−2a8 , x3 = 6a2+a6 , x4 = −a5 , x5 = 8a2−24 , x7 = −2a2+12 .
Remarkably, the image of this central element Ω in Z2(sl(3)) is of degree 12 and it turns out that
we have in Z2(sl(3)):
φ(Ω) = a12(k1, k2, k3, l1, l2, l3) ,
where the polynomial a12(k1, k2, k3, l1, l2, l3) is equal to:
(23)
Sym+
(
1
4608
k61 −
1
768
k51(1 + 2k2) +
1
768
k41(−39 + 6k2 + 5k
2
2 + 3k2k3)−
1
1152
k31(−648− 468k2
+6k22 + 5k
3
2 − 6k2k3 + 6k
2
2k3 + 2l
2
1 + 8l1l2 − 12l
2
2 + 140l2l3)−
1
2304
k21(2592k2 + 702k
2
2
+468k2k3 + 42k
2
2k3 + k
2
2k
2
3 − 40l
2
1 − 40k2l
2
1 + 416l1l2 − 16k2l1l2 + 144k3l1l2 − 464l
2
2
+56k2l
2
2 − 360k3l
2
2 − 560l2l3 − 720k3l2l3)−
1
288
k1(−108k2k3 − 24l
2
1 + 68k2l
2
1 + 17k2k3l
2
1
−672l1l2 − 52k2l1l2 − 296k3l1l2 − 2k2k3l1l2 − 48l
2
2 − 206k3l
2
2 + 1392l2l3) +
1
432
l1(−864l1
+l31 − 1728l2 + 24l
2
1l2 − 26l1l
2
2 + 244l1l2l3)
)
.
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This formula is checked by a straightforward calculation directly in U(sl(3)) ⊗ U(sl(3)). This can
be done using a computer to express both sides in a PBW basis of U(sl(3))⊗ U(sl(3)).
Theorem 4.1. The algebra Z2(sl(3)) is the quotient of the algebra A by the following additional
relation:
(24) Ω = a12(k1, k2, k3, l1, l2, l3) .
Proof. Recall that we have the surjective morphism φ from Proposition 4.2 from A to Z2(sl(3)).
Moreover, as already said, the relation (24) is satisfied by the image of Ω in U(sl(3)) ⊗ U(sl(3)).
So the element Ω− a12(k1, k2, k3, l1, l2, l3) does belong to the kernel of the morphism φ.
Both algebras A and Z2(sl(3)) are filtered complex algebras. The degrees in A are given by:
deg(ki) = 2 , deg(li) = deg(A) = 3 , deg(B) = 4 , deg(C) = 6 ,
and the degrees in Z2(sl(3)) come naturally from the degrees in U(sl(3))⊗U(sl(3)) (the generators
e
(a)
ij are of degree 1). Then it is immediate that φ is a morphism of filtered algebras (the degrees
are preserved).
Thus it remains only to show that the Hilbert–Poincare´ series of the quotient of A by the addi-
tional relation (24) coincides with the Hilbert–Poincare´ series of Z2(sl(3)). From the PBW basis of
A, we have that its Hilbert–Poincare´ series in one variable is:
1
(1− t2)3(1− t3)4(1− t4)(1− t6)
.
Adding the relation (24) has the effect of multiplying the numerator by a factor (1− t12). Indeed,
the relation expresses C2 in the form x + yC where x, y involves only the other generators. Thus,
using the PBW basis of A, it is easy to see that a basis of the quotiented algebra consists of all
ordered monomials in k1, k2, k3, l1, l2, l3, A, B, C with the restriction that the power of C must be 0
or 1.
So we end up with the Hilbert–Poincare´ series of Z2(sl(3)) given in (11) when the bidegree is
reduced to a single degree. The proof is concluded. 
Corollary 4.1. The maps forming the group Aut0 and given by Formulas (13)-(14) extend to
automorphisms of Z2(sl(3)).
Proof. Now that we have a presentation by generators and relations of Z2(sl(3)), the verification is
almost immediate (we recall that only the verification for the transposition (2, 3) of S3 remained to
be done). 
5. Highest-weight specialisation of Z2(sl(3)) and E6 symmetry
5.1. A highest-weight specialisation of A. Consider a highest weight representation Vm1,m2 of
U(sl(3)). It is parametrised by two complex numbers m1, m2, and generated as a U(sl(3))-module
by a highest weight vector vm1,m2 satisfying
(25)
hpvm1,m2 = (mp − 1)vm1,m2 with p = 1, 2 ,
epqvm1,m2 = 0 with 1 ≤ p < q ≤ 3 ,
where we set hp = epp − ep+1,p+1.
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Remark 12. The standard convention would denote (m1 − 1, m2 − 1) the highest weight of the
representation Vm1,m2 since m1−1 and m2−1 are the coefficients in front of the fundamental weights.
For example, if m1− 1, m2− 1 ∈ Z≥0 and Vm1,m2 is the corresponding finite-dimensional irreducible
representation of sl(3), then it is usually represented with a Young diagram with m1+m2− 2 boxes
in the first row and m2 − 1 boxes in the second row.
We find our parametrisation more convenient for the purpose of this paper since it includes from
the beginning the translation by the half sum of the positive roots of sl(3).
In the representation Vm1,m2 , the Casimir elements C
(2) and C(3) of U(sl(3)) defined in (15) are
proportional to the identity matrix, their values are given by:
c(2)(m1, m2) =
2
3
(m21 +m
2
2 +m1m2)− 2 ,(26)
c(3)(m1, m2) =
1
9
(m1 + 2m2 − 3)(2m1 +m2 + 3)(m1 −m2 − 3) .(27)
Now pick three pairs of complex numbers (m1, m2), (m
′
1, m
′
2) and (m
′′
1, m
′′
2), and look at the tensor
product of representations Vm1,m2 ⊗ Vm′1,m′2 . In this space, consider all the highest-weight vectors
under the diagonal action of U(sl(3)) corresponding to (m′′1, m
′′
2), that is, all vectors satisfying for
the diagonal action Formulas (25) with m1, m2 replaced by m
′′
1, m
′′
2. The subspace generated by all
these vectors as a U(sl(3))-module is denoted by:
M
m′′
1
,m′′
2
m1,m2,m
′
1
,m′
2
.
Example 5.1. In particular, if the three pairs are integers in Z≥1 and Vm1,m2 , Vm′1,m′2 , Vm′′1 ,m′′2 are
the corresponding finite-dimensional irreducible representations, then the subspace M
m′′
1
,m′′
2
m1,m2,m
′
1
,m′
2
is
the isotypic component of Vm′′
1
,m′′
2
in the tensor product Vm1,m2 ⊗ Vm′1,m′2. In this case, we have:
M
m′′
1
,m′′
2
m1,m2,m
′
1
,m′
2
= D
m′′
1
,m′′
2
m1,m2,m
′
1
,m′
2
Vm′′
1
,m′′
2
,
where the positive integer D
m′′
1
,m′′
2
m1,m2,m
′
1
,m′
2
is the multiplicity of Vm′′
1
,m′′
2
in Vm1,m2 ⊗ Vm′1,m′2 which is
called the Littlewood–Richardson coefficient.
As a subalgebra of U(sl(3))⊗U(sl(3)), the diagonal centraliser Z2(sl(3)) acts on Vm1,m2⊗Vm′1,m′2 .
Moreover, since it centralises the diagonal action of U(sl(3)), it leaves invariant the subspace
M
m′′
1
,m′′
2
m1,m2,m
′
1
,m′
2
, which thus becomes naturally a Z2(sl(3))-module.
In this representation M
m′′
1
,m′′
2
m1,m2,m
′
1
,m′
2
of Z2(sl(3)), the central parameters k1, k2, k3, l1, l2, l3 take
definite complex values, since they are expressed in terms of the Casimir elements. Indeed recall
that they were defined as:
k1 = C
(2) ⊗ 1 , k2 = 1⊗ C
(2) , k3 = δ(C
(2)) ,
l1 = (C
(3) +
3
2
C(2))⊗ 1 , l2 = 1⊗ (C
(3) +
3
2
C(2)) , l3 = −δ(C
(3) +
3
2
C(2)) .
This motivates the following definition, which entails a specialisation of A and Z2(sl(3)) acting on
the space M
m′′
1
,m′′
2
m1,m2,m
′
1
,m′
2
.
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Definition 5.1. The algebra Aspec is the specialisation of A corresponding to the following values
of the central parameters:
k1 = c
(2)(m1, m2) , k2 = c
(2)(m′1, m
′
2) , k3 = c
(2)(m′′1, m
′′
2) ,
l1 = c
(3)(m1, m2) +
3
2
c(2)(m1, m2) , l2 = c
(3)(m′1, m
′
2) +
3
2
c(2)(m′1, m
′
2) ,
l3 = −c
(3)(m′′1, m
′′
2)−
3
2
c(2)(m′′1, m
′′
2) .
Similarly, we denote by Z2(sl(3))
spec the same specialisation of Z2(sl(3)).
In simple terms, this specialisation means that in Definition 4.1 of A and in the description of
Z2(sl(3)) in Theorem 4.1, the central elements k1, k2, k3, l1, l2, l3 are replaced by their expressions
above in terms ofm1, m2, m
′
1, m
′
2, m
′′
1, m
′′
2. Note that these specialisations are well-defined since both
A and Z2(sl(3)) are free modules over C[k1, k2, k3, l1, l2, l3]. In the algebra A
spec, the parameter ai
becomes a polynomial inm1,m2,m
′
1,m
′
2,m
′′
1 andm
′′
2 of degree i. Similarly a12 becomes a polynomial
of degree 12 in Z2(sl(3))
spec.
We can summarise the results obtained so far in the following proposition:
Proposition 5.1. The algebra Z2(sl(3))
spec is generated by X, Y, Z with the defining relations:
(28)
[X, Y ] = Z ,
[X,Z] = −6Y 2 + a2X
2 + a5X + a8 ,
[Y, Z] = −2X3 − a2{X, Y } − a5Y + a6X + a9 ,
x1X + x2Y + x3X
2 + x4{X, Y }+ x5Y
2 + x7XYX −X
4 + 4Y 3 + Z2 = a12 ,
where xi are given by (22) and ai are given in Definition 4.1 and by (23) in which we replace
k1, k2, k3, l1, l2, l3 by their expressions in terms of m1, m2, m
′
1, m
′
2, m
′′
1, m
′′
2 given in Definition 5.1.
Remark 13. Consider the situation of Example 5.1 and denote by X the endomorphism giving the
action of the generator X on the highest weight vectors inM
m′′
1
,m′′
2
m1,m2,m
′
1
,m′
2
. The matrix X has somehow
been studied previously in [18] where a matrix S related to X through S = −54X is introduced. It
has been shown in [18] that the eigenvalues of S are non-degenerate and allow to distinguish the
different highest-weight vectors in M
m′′
1
,m′′
2
m1,m2,m
′
1
,m′
2
thereby providing a solution to the missing label
problem for the tensor product of two irreducible representations of sl(3). Let us also mention [7]
where an operator Θ[0,3] = −2X+l1−l2 has been studied in the case where the Littlewood–Richardson
coefficient D
m′′
1
,m′′
2
m1,m2,m
′
1
,m′
2
is 2.
The explicit expressions of the polynomials ai in terms ofm1, m2, m
′
1, m
′
2, m
′′
1, m
′′
2 are quite compli-
cated but it turns out that these polynomials are related to the fundamental invariant polynomials
of the Weyl group of type E6. A first hint in this direction comes from observing that the degrees
of the polynomials in Proposition 5.1 are 2, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 12 which are the exactly the degrees of the
fundamental invariant polynomials of E6. We shall explain that in detail in the next subsection.
5.2. The Weyl group of type E6. Let us consider a root system of type E6 and choose the simple
roots α1, α2, α3, α4, α5, α6 with the numeration accordingly to the following Dynkin diagram:
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1 2 3 4 5
6
We denote by W (E6) the corresponding Weyl group and by si = sαi the Weyl reflections associated
to the roots αi satisfying, for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 6,
s2i = 1(29)
sisj = sjsi if i and j are not connected in the Dynkin diagram(30)
sisjsi = sjsisj if i and j are connected in the Dynkin diagram.(31)
Let us associate the parameters m1, m2, m
′
1, m
′
2, m
′′
1 and m
′′
2 with the simple roots as follows:
(32)
m1 = α1 ,
m2 = α2 ,
m′1 = α5 ,
m′2 = α4 ,
m′′1 = Θ ,
m′′2 = −α6 ,
where Θ is the longest positive root of E6. The explicit expression of Θ is such that:
α3 =
1
3
(
m′′1 + 2m
′′
2 − (m1 + 2m2)− (m
′
1 + 2m
′
2)
)
.
Note that (m1, m2), (m
′
1, m
′
2) and (m
′′
1, m
′′
2) are three subsystems of type A2 which are pairwise
orthogonal. In other words, they generate a subsystem of type A2 ×A2 × A2.
The Weyl group acts on the set of roots by its usual reflection representation, and it is elementary
to calculate the induced action of the generators of W (E6) on the parameters. We have:
(33) s1 :
{
m1 7→ −m1 ,
m2 7→ m1 +m2 ,
s2 :
{
m1 7→ m1 +m2 ,
m2 7→ −m2 ,
(34) s5 :
{
m′1 7→ −m
′
1 ,
m′2 7→ m
′
1 +m
′
2 ,
s4 :
{
m′1 7→ m
′
1 +m
′
2 ,
m′2 7→ −m
′
2 ,
(35) s6 :
{
m′′1 7→ m
′′
1 +m
′′
2 ,
m′′2 7→ −m
′′
2 ,
s3 :


m2 7→ m2 + α3 ,
m′2 7→ m
′
2 + α3 ,
m′′2 7→ m
′′
2 − α3 ,
where the actions that are not given are trivial and the explicit expression of α3 is provided above.
It is elementary that linear transformations on roots can alternatively be seen as linear transfor-
mations of coordinates in the dual space, which is here the space of weights since E6 is simply-laced.
To be explicit, consider the weight lattice of type E6, that is:
PE6 = Zω1 ⊕ Zω2 ⊕ Zω3 ⊕ Zω4 ⊕ Zω5 ⊕ Zω6 ,
where ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4, ω5, ω6 are the fundamental weights corresponding to the simple roots. It comes
naturally with an action of the Weyl group W (E6), which reads explicitly as:
s1(ω1) = −ω1 − ω2 , s2(ω2) = −ω2 − ω1 − ω3 , s3(ω3) = −ω3 − ω2 − ω4 − ω6 ,
s4(ω4) = −ω4 − ω3 − ω5 , s5(ω5) = −ω5 − ω4 , s6(ω6) = −ω6 − ω3 ,
and the unspecified actions are trivial since si(ωj) = ωj if i 6= j.
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Now, we parametrise a vector of the space spanned by ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4, ω5, ω6 as follows:
ω = m1ω1 +m2ω2 +
1
3
(
m′′1 + 2m
′′
2 − (m1 + 2m2)− (m
′
1 + 2m
′
2)
)
ω3 +m
′
2ω4 +m
′
1ω5 −m
′′
2ω6 .
In other words, we define (m1, m2, m
′
1, m
′
2, m
′′
1, m
′′
2) as the coordinates in the new basis:
(ω1 −
1
3
ω3, ω2 −
2
3
ω3, ω5 −
1
3
ω3, ω4 −
2
3
ω3,
1
3
ω3, −ω6 +
2
3
ω3) .
Then, it is immediate that the action of the Weyl group on weights transforms the parameters
m1, m2, m
′
1, m
′
2, m
′′
1, m
′′
2 as per the formulas (33)–(35).
5.3. Fundamental invariants and E6 symmetry of Z2(sl(3)). Consider now the polynomial
algebra S(V ) associated to the reflection representation of W (E6). The roots associated to the pa-
rametersm1, m2, m
′
1, m
′
2, m
′′
1 andm
′′
2 in (32) form a basis of the space of the reflection representation,
and thus S(V ) can be identified with the algebra of polynomials in m1, m2, m
′
1, m
′
2, m
′′
1, m
′′
2.
The Weyl group W (E6) acts on S(V ) and the subalgebra of invariant polynomials for W (E6) is
generated by 6 algebraically independent polynomials, which can be chosen homogeneous of degrees,
respectively, 2,5,6,8,9,12 (the fundamental degrees of E6).
The order of W (E6) is 51840 and we can define an averaging operator over this group
(36) 〈.〉 =
1
51840
∑
s∈W (E6)
s .
Then a choice of six fundamental homogeneous invariant polynomials for W (E6) is given by
p2 =
3
2
〈m21〉 , p5 =
8
3
〈(m′1)
2m′2m
′′
1m
′′
2〉 , p6 = 10〈m1m2m
′
1m
′
2m
′′
1m
′′
2〉 ,(37)
p8 =
5
3
〈(m1)
2m2(m
′
1)
2m′2m
′′
1m
′′
2〉 , p9 =
40
27
〈(m1m2m
′
1)
2m′2m
′′
1m
′′
2〉 ,
p12 =
20
3
〈(m1m2m
′
1m
′
2m
′′
1m
′′
2)
2〉 .
We can now state the following theorem about Z2(sl(3))
spec:
Theorem 5.1. The algebra Z2(sl(3))
spec is invariant under the action of the Weyl group of type
E6 given by (33)-(35). The polynomials a2, a5, a6, a8, a9 and a12 can be expressed in terms of the
fundamental invariant polynomials as follows
a2 = p2 − 3 , a5 = −p5 , a6 = p6 +
p32
9
+
2p22
3
−
3p2
2
+ 1 ,(38)
a8 = −p8 +
p42
54
+
p2p6
12
+
p32
18
+
p6
2
+
p22
6
−
p2
4
+
1
8
,(39)
a9 = −p9 − p5
(
p22
27
+
p2
3
−
1
4
)
,(40)
a12 = −p12 +
35p26
12
+
p62
36
+
17p32p6
72
−
p22p8
18
−
7p2p
2
5
18
+
p52
162
−
p2p8
3
+
p22p6
36
−
p25
4
(41)
−
13p42
108
+
13p8
2
−
13p2p6
24
−
19p32
54
− 3p6 −
11p22
12
+
11p2
8
−
11
16
.
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Proof. By direct (but long) computations, one can show that the polynomials ai (i = 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12)
are given in terms of the invariant polynomials as stated in the theorem. The invariance of
Z2(sl(3))
spec follows. 
Remark 14. There exists an additional automorphism r of Z2(sl(3))
spec with r : X → −X, r :
Y → Y and
r : m1 7→ −m1 , m2 7→ −m2 , m
′
1 7→ −m
′
1 , m
′
2 7→ −m
′
2 , m
′′
1 7→ −m
′′
1 , m
′′
2 7→ −m
′′
2 .
This transformation r on the parameters and all the si generate a group of order 103680 which is
the complete symmetry of the root system of E6: the Weyl group generated by the Weyl reflections
and the central symmetry.
Remark 15. Recall that we have described a group of automorphisms Aut0 of Z2(sl(3)) (before
specialisation) of order 12. Of course, all these automorphisms can be pushed to the specialisation
Z2(sl(3))
spec. Their action on the parameters is as follows: we have all six permutations of the three
pairs (m1, m2), (m
′
1, m
′
2) and (m
′′
1, m
′′
2), together with their compositions with the map τ transposing
m1 ↔ m2, m
′
1 ↔ m
′
2 and m
′′
1 ↔ m
′′
2. Among them, the following six automorphisms leave X and Y
invariant:
Aut
+
0 = {Id, (1, 2, 3), (1, 3, 2), (1, 2)τ, (1, 3)τ, (2, 3)τ} .
They are included in the symmetry described in Theorem 5.1 and corresponds to the action of some
elements of the Weyl group W (E6).
So, modulo the symmetry under W (E6) which leaves X and Y invariant, the automorphisms in
Aut0 provide one more non-trivial automorphism (sending X to −X and Y to Y ). Modulo W (E6),
this additional symmetry is exactly the central symmetry r of the preceding remark. For example, it
is easy to check that the composition r ◦ τ corresponds to the element of W (E6) which is the longest
element of the subsystem of type A2 × A2 × A2.
6. A connection between Agen and the Racah or Hahn algebras
As mentioned in Section 2, special cases of the algebra Agen cover the known Racah and Hahn
algebras. These special cases correspond to taking some of the central parameters to be 0. In
this section, we offer a somewhat different connection between the algebra Agen and the Racah or
Hahn algebras. Namely we explain that the defining relations of Agen are satisfied by some general
operators of Heun type in the Racah algebra and also in the Hahn algebra. This suggests some
connections of the algebra Agen with the Heun–Racah [6] and the Heun–Hahn algebras [22].
Due to several free parameters in the Heun operators, many possible values of the central pa-
rameter of Agen can be realised this way. Nevertheless we do not investigate here the possibility of
realising Agen with arbitrary central parameters in the Racah or Hahn algebras.
6.1. Racah algebra. The Racah algebra R is the algebra generated by the following elements
[12]:
R1 , R2, R3 and d, e1, e2, Γ ,
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with the defining relations:
(42)
d, e1, e2,Γ are central ,
[R1, R2] = R3 ,
[R3, R1] = R
2
1 + {R1, R2}+ dR1 + e2 ,
[R2, R3] = R
2
2 + {R1, R2}+ dR2 + e1 ,
Γ = {R21, R2}+ {R1, R
2
2}+R
2
1 +R
2
2 +R
2
3 + (d+ 1){R1, R2}+ (2e1 + d)R1 + (2e2 + d)R2 .
The following polynomials in terms of the generators of the Racah algebra R:
(43) A = z0+z1R1+z2R2+2R3 , B = z3+
z1(z1 + z4)
2
R1+
z2(z2 + z4)
2
R2+z4R3+2{R1, R2} ,
satisfy relations (1) of the algebra Agen with the parameters a0 = −6 and a
′
0 = −2 and the
other parameters a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a8 and a9 functions of z0, z1, z2, z3, z4, δ, ǫ1, ǫ2 and Γ. These
expressions are obtained by a straightforward computation. We provide their explicit expressions
in Appendix A.
The generators A and B given by (43) are the Heun–Racah operators. The so-called Heun–Racah
algebra is realised by taking A or B as one generator and for the other, one of the generators of the
Racah algebra R1 or R2. The above result means that the algebra A
gen can be obtained from two
different Heun–Racah operators.
6.2. Hahn algebra. The Hahn algebra H [23, 22] is the algebra generated by the following
elements:
H1 , H2, H3 and δ, ǫ1, ǫ2, Λ ,
with the defining relations:
δ1, δ2, ǫ1, ǫ2, Λ are central ,(44)
H3 = [H1, H2] ,(45)
[H2, H3] = −2{H1, H2}+ δ2H2 + δ1H1 + ǫ1 ,(46)
[H1, H3] = 2H
2
1 − δ2H1 +H2 + ǫ2 ,(47)
H23 = Λ + 2{H
2
1 , H2} − δ2{H1, H2}+ 2ǫ2H2 − (4 + δ1)H
2
1 +H
2
2 − 2(ǫ1 − δ2)H1 .(48)
Let us define the following Heun–Hahn operator by
(49) A = z0 + z1H1 + z2H2 + z3H3 + z4{H1, H2} .
We define also the operator B as follows
B = z5 + z6H1 + z7H2 + z8H3 + z9{H1, H2}+ z10H
2
1 + z12H
2
1H2 + z13H1H2H1 ,(50)
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where
z1 = ∓
δ1
4
∓ (z13 + 1)(z13 − 2z3 + 1) , z4 = ±
1
2
,(51)
z6 =
ǫ1
2
+
(
δ2
4
± z2
)
δ1
3
+
δ2
6
(z13 + 1)(2z13 ± 2z3 − 1)−
2z2
3
(z13 + 1)(z13 ∓ 2z3 + 1) ,(52)
z7 =
1
4
(2z3 ∓ 1)(2z3 ∓ 2z13 ∓ 1)−
1
3
z22 ±
δ2z2
6
, z8 =
z2
3
(2z3 ∓ 3z13 ∓ 3)±
δ2z3
6
,(53)
z9 =
δ2
12
∓
2z2
3
, z10 =
δ1
4
− z13(z13 + 1) , z12 = −1 − z13 .(54)
The elements A and B satisfy relations (1) of the algebra Agen with the parameters a0 = −6, a
′
0 =
−2, a1 = 0 and the other parameters a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a8 and a9 functions of z0, z2, z3, z5, δ1, δ2, ǫ1, ǫ2
and Λ. In Subsection 6.1, these functions are obtained by a straightforward but lengthy computa-
tion. In this case they are quite complicated and are not provided.
The element A given by (49) is the Heun–Hahn operator whereas the element B is a generalisation
(we recover the Heun–Hahn operator for z10 = z12 = z13 = 0). The so-called Heun–Hahn algebra is
realised by A and one of the generators of the Hahn algebra that is H1 or H2.
7. Conclusion
This study has unraveled elegant algebraic structures associated to the Clebsch–Gordan series
(or the Littlewood–Richardson coefficients) of sl(3) which suggest various fascinating perspectives.
Let us mention a few to conclude. It should be possible to throw more light on the solution of the
corresponding “missing label problem” by exploiting the connection with quadratic algebras and
their representations. The Bethe ansatz could be brought to bear on the diagonalisation of the
generators of Z2(sl(3)), the labelling operators, viewed as Hamiltonians. This will be the subject
of a forthcoming publication.
Besides, the results presented here provide the groundwork to identify the full algebra associated
to the Clebsch–Gordan problem for sl(3) which should have for generators the complete set of
operators labelling both the direct product states and the recoupled ones. The determination of
this algebra would provide for sl(3) the analogue of the Hahn algebra attached to the Clebsch–
Gordan problem for sl(2).
The Calabi–Yau properties of the algebra Agen and their applications deserve further scrutiny.
Also, the symmetry of the specialised diagonal centraliser of sl(3), Z2(sl(3)), under the action of the
Weyl group of E6 lifts the veil over striking facts that stand to significantly inform the representation
theory of potential algebras such as those of Racah and Askey–Wilson. It should be recalled that
the particular case of Agen whose quotient is Z2(sl(3)), had also been found in connection with the
labelling of representation basis vectors associated to the chain su(3) ⊃ o(3) ⊃ o(2). This is awaiting
an analysis similar to the one carried here. Many other generalisations also come to mind. On the
one hand there are additional well known missing label problems such as the ones corresponding
to the subalgebra chains: su(4) ⊃ su(2) ⊕ su(2), o(5) ⊃ su(2) ⊕ u(1), o(5) ⊃ o(3), g2 ⊃ o(3) etc.
What is the structure of the corresponding centraliser? What symmetries will operate? On the
other hand, the same questions can be asked when considering diagonal embeddings in multifold
tensor products. We plan on examining these issues in the future.
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Appendix A. Parameters of Agen for the realisation in terms of Heun–Racah
operators
The generators A and B given by (43) satisfy relations (1) with the parameters given by
a0 = −6 ,
a4 = 4d
2 + 2(z1z2 − 2)d− 16(e1 − e2)− 4z0(z1 + z2)− 6z0z4 + 12z3 ,
a2 = −
1
2
(z21 + z
2
2 + 3z
2
4 + 3z1z2)− 2z4(z1 + z2) + 2d− 2 ,
a5 = −2(2z1 + 2z2 + 3z4)z3 − 4dz0 + (z
2
1 + 3z1z2 + 4z1z4 + z
2
2 + 4z2z4 + 3z
2
4 + 4)z0
+(2z4 −
1
2
z1z2(z1 + z2)− z1z2z4)d+ 8(z2 + z4)e1 + 8(z1 + z4)e2 − 2d
2z4 ,
c1 = 2(2z1 + 2z2 + 3z4)z0z3 − 8(z2 + z4)e1z0 − 8(z1 + z4)e2z0 + 16(e1 + e2)z3 − 32e1e2 − 6z
2
3
+(2d− 2− 1
2
(z21 + z
2
2 + 3z1z2 + 3z
2
4)− 2(z1 + z2)z4)z
2
0 +
1
2
dz0z1z2(z1 + z2)
+d(z0z4 − 2z3)(z1z2 + 2d− 2) +
1
2
(z22 − 4)(z1z2 − z
2
1 + 4d)e1 +
1
2
(z21 − 4)(z1z2 − z
2
2 + 4d)e2
+2Γ(z21 − z1z2 + z
2
2 − 4d) ,
a1 = 2z1 + 2z2 + 3z4 ,
a′0 = −2 ,
a3 = −
1
4
(z1 + z2)(3z1z2 + 8)−
3
4
z34 + 3dz4 + 6z0 − 3z4 −
3
4
(z21 − 3z1z2 − z
2
2)z4 −
3
2
(z1 + z2)z
2
4 ,
a6 = (z
2
4 −
1
2
z1z2(z
2
4 + z1z2 + z2z4 + z1z4)− 2z1z2)d− (z
2
1 + 3z1z2 + z
2
2 + 4(z1 + z2)z4 + 3z
2
4 + 4)z3
+2(z22 + 4z2z4 + 2z
2
4 + 4)e1 +
3
2
((z21 + z
2
2 + 3z1z2 + z
2
4)z4 + z
2
1z2 + z1z
2
2)z0
+2(z21 + 4z1z4 + 2z
2
4 + 4)e2 − 6z
2
0 − d
2z24 − 6dz0z4 + 4dz3
+((3z24 + 4)(z1 + z2) + 6z4)z0 + 8Γ ,
a9 = d
2z0z
2
4 − 4dz0z3 −
1
4
z1(z
2
2 − 4)(z2 + z4)(z1 − z2)e1 +
1
4
z2(z
2
1 − 4)(z1 + z4)(z1 − z2)e2 − 2d
2z3z4
+z4(z
2
2 − 4)de1 + z4(z
2
1 − 4)de2 + 8(z2 + z4)e1z3 + 8(z1 + z4)e2z3 − 16e1e2z4
−(3
4
(z34 + 3z1z2z4 + z
2
1z2 + z
2
1z4 + z1z
2
2 + z
2
2z4) + 3z4 +
3
2
z24(z1 + z2) + 2(z1 + z2))z
2
0
−(2z1 + 2z2 + 3z4)z
2
3 + 2z
3
0 + 3dz
2
0z4 + (
1
2
z1z2(z1z4 + z2z4 + z
2
4 + z1z2) + 2z1z2 − z
2
4)dz0
−2(z22 + 4z2z4 + 2z
2
4 + 4)e1z0 − 2(z
2
1 + 4z1z4 + 2z
2
4 + 4)e2z0 − z1z2(z4 +
1
2
(z1 + z2))dz3
+(z21 + 3z1z2 + 4z1z4 + z
2
2 + 4z2z4 + 3z
2
4 + 4)z0z3 + 2dz3z4
+Γ(z1z2(z1 + z2)− 8z0 + (z
2
1 − z1z2 + z
2
2 − 4d)z4) .
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